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Abstract. In this paper the comiexity of computing the General Discrete Fourier Transform over 
group algebras of finite groups is studied. Starting with a short introduction to known results, the 
complexity gains of a new algorithm derived from Clifford’s theorem are discussed. Applying 
these results to the class of finite solvable groups, new upper bounds, also for the complexity of 
the underlying group algebras, are derived. 
1. Introduction 
Computations in group algebras have become a standard tool in many areas, e.g., 
digital signal processing, coding theory, pattern recognition, crystallography, arith- 
metics and computer algebra, see [2]. In most of these areas the algebraic model 
of the data structures used is that of abelian group algebras corresponding very 
closely to polynomial rings. The standard tool applied in these cases is the class of 
algorithms known as Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) see [3,14]. 
In this paper we shall attempt a unified approach to wider areas of applications. 
To do so, we generalize the concept of Fourier transforms to nonabelian group 
algebras which occur naturally in areas like picture processing-when dealing with 
2-D and 3-D data and their associated (affine) transformations-or communications 
engineering where such groups play many roles at the same time for purposes of 
secure and reliable transmission; for more details see [3, 
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In many areas of applications (e.g., signal processing, error-control-codes and 
y) this isomorphism PG is called the General Discrete Fourier Transform 
G (cf. [3]). One reason for this notion is explained by the coincidence 
of the CSDFT with the classical DFT if G is a cyclic group. More important for this 
nomenclature are the structural analogies with the DFT. GDFT possesses the 
- convolution property, 
- shift property, 
- Parseval- ancherel-identity, 
- inversion property; cf. [3,11,14,Eir$ 
In the present context only the first and the last property are of importance: 
- the first saying that by PG the convolution in FG is converted into a component- 
wise product in E; 
- the last saying that the inverse pz’ : E + CG is computed by the inversion formula 
aIte~at~ve procedure is suggested by the diagram 
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cess IFGxFC +* ( n2) steps, the corre- 
sponding computation E x n y) steps, where tl is an 
exponent for which II x n-matrices can be multiplied in O(n”) arithmetical steps. 
Obviously, u can be taken to be 3 and, indeed, can be reduced to 2.388 aceordin 
to [S], who have applied Strassen’s new ‘Laser method’ [19]. By observin 
equation (cf. [9,17]) 
S 
?I= c nf (2) 
i= 1 
the complexity of E x E +* E is therefore overestimated by 0( n”j2). This motivates 
the study of the complexity of the isomorphism pG and its inverse. The inversion 
formula (1) (see [ t,3]) is immediate from the properties of the character of the 
regular (permutation) representation of G. Computation ,ns( I)) for an arbitrary 
u E FG obviously requires at most 0( n cf=, nf) = 0( n2) steps by (2). 
Due to the trace function in the inversion formula (1) the same straightforward 
method yields &l(e) for an arbitrary e E E in at most 0( n2) steps. In what follows 
we shall show that the complexity of these transformations is considerably smaller 
for certain classes of groups so that the ‘detour’ algorithm indicated in diagram (1) 
will have implications for the complexity of IF G. 
If 6 = Z2r, the renowned FFT algorithm [4] gives an O(n log n) procedure which 
immediately can be generalized to arbitrary abelian groups [ 14,151. An algorithm 
of reduced arithmetic cost has been given independently by Atkinson [l] and 
Karpovski [l l] for such nonabelian groups that are direct products of smaller 
subgroups. 
The remaining part of this paper will be devoted to showing that the complexity 
of the group algebra of non-simple groups depending on the structure of their 
normal subgroups can be reduced considerably. Especially for the class of solvable 
groups, the order of complexity can e bounded from above between 
and 0( nUi2). The method of proof is based on an algorithm that covers all other 
cases mentioned above. 
s 
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resen tutions pl , . . . , pP G such that p = p1 and pi = p I (i~[l:p]), where tri 
ranges over the set of ucible representations of Gl H = ZP. 
(ii) mere ure p irreducible inequivalent representations pl, . . . , Q~ of 
p is equivalent to any of the induced representations i dg pi- 
is of prime index, the inertia groups either coincide with H (case (i)) 
se (ii)). In case (i), the assertion follows from Clifford’s theorem (cf. 
f9, Chapter V, Section 71, [IO, Sections 6, 1 I]). Case (ii) is obvious by Clifford’s 
theorem. (cf. [d, Section 111, [7, Secti 
This theorem can be used to derive a recursive algorithm giving an improved 
complexity estimate for the computation of PG. 
th the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, let p be an m-dimensional 
representation of G of type (i), which is associated with the p 
, pP by resz pj = q. Tihen the number L(p, , . . . , pP, 
r jointly computing the values pl( u), . a . , pJ u) for any arbitra 
be est~muted ly 
asp- UQ; )+p4(m”)+2p2- m2. 
et 
be decomposed accordin 
the V&M% pi(U) (j = 1, l 
if the coset representatives and the extensions pj of p are 
a p~mitive pth 
requires at mo 
m-matrix, has to be m 
entries of the resuitin 
process 2m2 x p* steps are 
Coroll 3.3. Again under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, let p be an i~educi~~e 
representation of G which is in&c by the p conju I****, 
W of degree m. Then p has degree p x m and the number of computational steps 
is estimated by 
G)sp- L(Q,,.-.,q$; W)+p*. O(m”). 
Proof. Let u E G be partitioned as above. en p(u) can be computed by p(u) = 
xy=, p( La,)p(gi) ( Ui as above), where each p( Ui) is a ‘block diagonal matrix’ 
PC ui) = 
Q,(Q) . . 
Qp( Ui) 
of size pm x pm. Similarly, each matrix p(gi) is a ‘block permutation matrix’ of size 
pm x pm which, in each block column and each block row, only contains one nonzero 
blocks of size m X m. The computation of ah Qj( Ui) can 
P’L(Q,,-, Q,,; FH) operations, the multiplication by the block permutation 
matrices with p*O(m”) opperations. The final summation of the matrices is free of 
cost since they are disjoint. II 
Combinining these two coroilaries one arrives at the following theorem. 
Let G be a finite group with of prime index p. Let 
tting field for G fuifiiling . Then the number 
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e shall also show that the same estimate applies to 
s required when computing the unique eleme 
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is provided by computing 
e pk form a system of distinct irreducible representations 
grees 6&, respectively. 
the elements of G in cosets Hgi (i E [ 1: p]) and partitioning 
the pk w.r.t. the types (i) and (ii) described in Theorem 3.1, we arrive at a simi 
situation as before: 
(a) Letp,,... , pp be p conjugate representations of type (i) which are extensions 
Q, an irreducible representation of Then, for any given sequence (a,, . . . , up) 
m x m-matrices, the values 
X* = i tr(pj(g)aj) for gE G 
j=1 
can be compute via the scheme 
Xg = tr i Q( h)P,(g,)~“i-l’ci-‘)Uj @i-l)ci-‘)~’ , 
j=l 
where g = l gi for suitable k E and i E [ 1: p], 6 is a primitive pth root of 1, and 
the coset representatives are suitably enumerated. 
(b) Let p be of type (ii) of degree p l m and a be an arbitrary pm x 
n order to corn ute tr(p(g) l a) for each g E G by the scheme 
ute the p diagonal blocks Qij (j E [ 1: p]) 
l a for &[l:p] for h E H, the 
the results of 
eorem 3.4. 0 
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e derived in th 
. Let G be a solooble of order n with a com~sition series 
be a splitting jield for G fulfilling Maschke’s condition. ?Ien 
and 
L(GD G))S n s (p,+ . +p,)+O(n”/*) 
G))s n* (p*+* l l +pr)+O(n”/*). 
The main result on the asymptotic omplexities i stated as follows. 
.2. Let M be a finite set of primes. Let G be a solvable group, the order n 
of which contains only primes in M. Let IF be a splittingjieldfor G fuljilling schke’s 
condition. T?ten the complexity of computing the Generalized Discrete Fourier Transform 
of FG and its inverse is in 0( n”/*). The same order statement therefore holds for the 
complexity of computations in the group algebra FG. 
Based on the present knowledge about u the result of Theorem 4.1 implies that, 
asymptotically, the complexity L( G) of the group algebra of solvable groups of 
order n can be reduced from O(n*) (as remarked above) to 0(n’*‘9). For specific 
computations in group rings of ‘moderate’ size it can easily be shown that by using 
the straightforward matrix-multiplication the proposed algorithm requires at most 
3.5 x n’-’ steps. From the estimates it is clear that the class of solvable groups is best 
suited for applying the results of 
situation when the ~chur-multiplier o 
-linear complexity [3, I 
[ll] is implicitly provided by the 1.h.s. term if the pi are taken to be the orders of 
the factors of the direct product. 
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It may be remarked that, for computations which natu 
ing from error-control-coding via crystallography to
s of the different representations of the coset r esentatives have 
precomputed. This re e computational efforts 
where the ‘initial’ extensions pl(gi a:p1 have t 
In a recent communication [ 161 n describes an al 
these initial matrices. As the computational steps requi 
to be counted for the complexity estimate iven in the present paper, we just refer 
to the availability of this method. 
Finally, it may be remarked that for a given group G the described complexity 
estimates-whit are rough upper bounds-can be reduced considerably if the 
structure of a given group is known in more detail. 
The author is indebted to ‘Wii’nelm Plesken and Michael Clausen for several 
fruitful discussions as well as to Volker Strassen for making some helpful suggestions 
during the preparation of this paper. The author is also grateful to the referees 
whase critical remarks have influenced writing the second version of this paper. 
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